


Discover BIOS illuminated solutions.

Say hello to ALUZ — the preferred partner 
of lighting professionals. We manufacture 
architectural lighting solutions to your exact 
specifications, now available with BIOS SkyBlue 
circadian lighting solutions.



Designers
Guide to
BIOS
Illuminated
Solutions
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A1 Series | Surface

ZAFU Standard
(A1-ZAFU-STN-BIOS)

ZAFU Pivot
(A1-ZAFU-PVT-BIOS)

ZAFU

Unlock ZAFU LINE VOLTAGE luminaire possibilities with 
a variety of optics, and replaceable LED board and 
driver. A powerful lighting solution built to the inch.

ZENU

The perfect family of LINE VOLTAGE products for 
corner lighting is ZENU with line of light, a variety 
of optics, and replaceable LED board and driver. 
Powerfully built to the inch.

ZENU Standard
(A1-ZENU-STN-BIOS)

ZYZY

Choose ZYZY for LINE VOLTAGE modular lighting solutions. Each configuration can be manufactured to your exact 
length with line of light. A powerful lighting solution with replaceable LED board and driver.

ZYZY Standard
(A1-ZYZY-STN-BIOS)

ZYZY Round
(A1-ZYZY-RND-BIOS)

ZYZY Square
(A1-ZYZY-SQR-BIOS)
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ZADY

ZADY is the perfect LINE VOLTAGE modular undercabinet lighting solutions. Each configuration can be built to your 
exact length with replaceable drivers and LED boards.

ZADY Standard
(A1-ZADY-STN-BIOS)

ZUCO

When looking for LOW VOLTAGE and small profile products with line of light and a variety of optics, look no further 
than ZUCO. The powerful small profile ZUCO family is powered by a remote driver.

ZUCO Standard
(A1-ZUCO-STN-BIOS)

ZUCO Standard Wide
(A1-ZUCO-STW-BIOS)

ZUCO Corner
(A1-ZUCO-CRN-BIOS)

ZUCO Pivot
(A1-ZUCO-PVT-BIOS)

A1 Series | Surface (continued)
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A2 Series | Recessed

ZELO

Discover our LINE VOLTAGE, all-in-one recessed solutions for indirect lighting without exposed lens for reduced 
glare. ZELO is available with pre-fabricated corners, and driver on board allows for easy replaceability.

ZELO Arc
(A2-ZELO-ARC-BIOS)

ZELO Half Arc
(A2-ZELO-HAR-BIOS)

ZELO Duet
(A2-ZELO-DUT-BIOS)
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A3 Series | Pendant

ZONY

When looking for LINE VOLTAGE pendant lighting solutions, look no further than ZONY. Each configuration can be 
manufactured to exact length with line of light. A powerful lighting solution with replaceable board and driver.

ZONY Round
(A3-ZONY-RND-BIOS)

ZONY Square
(A3-ZONY-SQR-BIOS)

ZITO

ZITO offers a LOW VOLTAGE small profile pendant solution with powered aircraft cable. Each configuration can be 
manufactured to your exact length for beautiful clean line of light solutions.

ZITO Pendant
(A3-ZITO-PND-BIOS)

ZITO Pendant Round
(A3-ZITO-PRD-BIOS)

ZITO Pendant Square
(A3-ZITO-PSQ-BIOS)
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